
ShopUW+
Basic instructions for signing in, 

making a cart, and assigning to a 
PI or a requester.



https://shopuwplus.wisc.edu/

This is the homepage for all of the ShopUW+ information, more 
detailed training, and also where you sign in.  

https://shopuwplus.wisc.edu/


Definitions

• Shopper – anyone who has a UWM panther ID and 
password.    They can browse , create and assign carts   

• Requestor – they have the ability to edit carts assigned to 
them and forward the order to the Approvers.  This is myself, 
Kevin, Wendy.

• Approver - L&S Admin level, they actually place the orders



Shopping home Dashboard



Creating a cart is very similar to the old Shop@UW system.  It just looks a bit different.  You start by 
clicking a category, and it will show the vendors.



Lab Supplies Category

From this landing page you can either choose a specific vendor tile, like Fisher or Eppendorf, etc, or you can use the search bar to 
search across all vendors at once.  If you choose a vendor, you will “punch out” to that specific vendors website.  You may add items 
from different vendors into one cart, no need to create separate carts for each vendor.   Just a quick note  Sigma is still not charging 
for shipping if we order direct from their website.  If we order through ShopUW+ shipping is charged.  So for now, even though we 
can order Sigma through ShopUW+, we will stich to the old way.



Once you have all your items in your cart,  you will need to assign your cart to a Requestor, or a 
PI if appropriate.  At the top right, click Assign Cart

A pop up box overlay will appear.  The first time 
you do it, or if you are assigning to a new person 
you will click search.



New pop up, many search 
options to find your requestor or 
PI.  I’ve found last name or email 
to be the most accurate in 
narrowing it down.  Click Search

A new pop up will appear.   Once you find the correct person, click the + sign on the right.



Another new pop up.  Now it should 
say the person’s name.  If you check 
the box that says Add to Profile, next 
time you want to assign a cart to them, 
you will just be able to click select, and 
click their name instead of going 
through the search process.  Here you 
can also add any note needed for the 
next person in the chain.  Funding, or 
why you want it, etc.  Then click Assign.

Cart is now assigned to the Requestor, or the PI, for the next step in the process.



• Once the cart is assigned, the person it is assigned to will get an email saying they have a cart assigned 
to them.

• If it is a student assigning to a PI, then the PI should either sign-in to their account, or you can select the 
url in the email, and proceed to review the cart.

If you sign into your account, you can find the cart in My Draft Carts, on the left side, in the 
middle.  It is filtered here to All Drafts.  This will be any carts assigned to you, or any carts that 
you made, but haven’t submitted yet, carts that you’ve assigned to others, and returned carts. 
Just click on the blue Cart number and it will take you to the cart.

If you used the URL in the email, it should take you directly to the cart.  



This is what the cart 
will look like.

You will start the 
assigning process 
by clicking Assign 
Cart and continue 
from there.  It starts 
on Slide# 7



After carts are created and assigned, they will show up under My Requisitions, middle right.  But only on 
the account of the person who created the cart, not the PI, or the Requester.

Once they have been processed, assigned a PO # and order placed, they will show up under My 
Purchase Orders.  Again, only on the account of the cart creator.



A couple things to keep in mind

• If you are assigning a cart that contains something needed immediately, send me a separate quick email

• Once I push the order through, it goes to an approver in L&S Admin.  They have been great at getting orders 
pushed through same day, or next morning if I pushed it through late in the day.

• If the order is less than $100 , it doesn’t need to go to an Approver, it can be pushed through at the department 
level.

• Whoever creates the cart is the person who will get all the notifications.  Shipping, status updates, requests for End 
Use forms, etc, so if you created a cart, make sure you are paying attention to your emails for that info.

• I still keep a record of all the orders, so if you didn’t get something, let me know when you ordered it, and from what 
Vendor, I’ll be happy to check on it.

• This presentation is just a quick overview, I’d suggest looking through the Shoppers training on the main page for 
much more detail   https://shopuwplus.wisc.edu/

• The $5000 limit  still applies before a purchase order is needed.

https://shopuwplus.wisc.edu/


I will be attending the  faculty meeting on February 2nd, at the end if any of the faculty has questions 
on the presentation, or anything about ShopUW+ that wasn’t covered.  Please also feel free to call, 

email, or stop by my office.

If any students have questions, feel free to email, call, or stop by my office.

Shelley Harrington-Hagen
harrings@uwm.edu

414-229-4412
CHEM 331

mailto:harrings@uwm.edu
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